
Toronto, Ontario

Working with Groupe Lacasse, Sherbourne Health Centre has created an
environment that meets all its functional and hygienic requirements — 
yet looks anything but sterile.  
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                         Opening its doors in 2007, the Sherbourne
       Health Centre’s new facility in southeast 
Toronto was strategically designed to enhance the care of the com-
munity as well as anticipate the health care needs of tomorrow. 
Besides meeting the distinct needs of a health care facility, Sher-
bourne Health Centre required a furniture solution that was flexible 
and built to last.

CLIENT QUOTE
“We knew we wanted to work with Groupe Lacasse right from the 
beginning. We first purchased Lacasse products over eight years 
ago — and even though it’s been reconfigured ten times, it still 
fits seamlessly with our new workstations. It’s almost impossible 
to tell the difference.    

As a health care facility, we only have access to capital money. 
So whatever we buy, it must be durable. Simply stated, the longer 
the furniture lasts, the better my decision. Choosing Groupe Lacasse 
makes me look good!”

JANET GODIN

Facility & Purchasing Coordinator
Sherbourne Health Centre

APPLICATION
- Private office
- Meeting rooms
- Boardrooms

SUMMARY

SCOPE
- 80,000 square feet 
- 15 floors

PRODUCTS
- Avenue OPTIONS
- United Chair 90’s Task Seating
- United Chair Brylee Executive Seating
- Lacasse Laminate Filing
- Avenue Conference Tables
- Finishes: Dark Forest Green and
  Copper Maple Laminate

TEAM
- Dealer: SCI Interiors
- Designer: IBI Group

OBJECTIVE  /

                                                        Avenue 
        OPTIONS was
specified in four configurations to provide Sherbourne Health Centre 
with a range of space-planning options. Because the casegoods 
feature metal-to-metal components, they don’t wear out after multiple
reconfigurations, which gave Sherbourne Health Centre greater flex-
ibility to accommodate change in the long-term. This also meant that 
the new workstations integrated seamlessly with existing Groupe 
Lacasse workstations the facility had purchased eight years ago. 

With its streamlined designs and clean edges, the casegoods were 
also easy to clean. 

Groupe Lacasse’s 90’s Task Seating and Brylee Executive Seating 
solutions under its United Chair brand were able to support a broad 
demographic of users — whether they are 4’9” or 6’2”. Fabrics 
were specified as customer-own-materials (COM) in Crypton fabrics 
to meet the health facility’s hygienic requirements.

Groupe Lacasse laminate filing cabinets, featuring a sturdy constru-
ction and all-metal cavity, provided a durable option for storage and 
were colour-harmonized to complement the interior décor. 
 

GROUPE LACASSE SOLUTION  /

                      With extensive experience supporting the
   healthcare sector, Groupe Lacasse and dealer 
SCI Interiors, were able to supply more than just furniture to Sher-
bourne Health Centre. Their understanding of effective health care 
facility design — and how to maximize a healthcare facility’s budget 
requirements — enabled the team to design a one-stop furniture 
solution that will work as hard as the Sherbourne Health Centre staff.  
And will continue to be warm and welcoming over the long-term.

RESULTS  /

1.888.522.2773
www.groupelacasse.com


